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Is it Holiday Decor Clutter? 

What is Holiday Decor clutter? Clutter comes in many forms. When it comes to holiday 

decorations -- for any holiday, all year long -- clutter is anything you don’t use (at least every other year), 
love, or need to keep. For any item of décor, ask yourself: Do I use it? Really? How often? Be honest. If 
you haven’t used it in two years, you probably never will. Do I love it? Consider this: If you love it so 
much, why is it out in the garage, or up in the attic, where it may be deteriorating, in a box you can’t even 
get to, much less use and enjoy it? Do I need to keep it? OK, but can you find it when you need it? How 
much of it do you need to keep? If the answer is yes -- you use, love, or need to keep it -- wonderful, 
it stays! Just be sure to display it, enjoy using it (at least every other year), and store it in an 
organized manner. 
   

Why can’t  I part with my Holiday Decor clutter? Here are some possible reasons:    

It was a gift. Great, so it’s yours to do with what you want, right? My child made it. OK. But do you love 
it? How many similar items do you have? Keep the most meaningful. I paid good money for it. So 
what? Don’t clutter your present (and future) with past mistakes! I bought it on sale. Good! Then you 
are less emotionally connected to it, yes? I’m saving it for my children. They probably don’t want 
it…but if they are adults, now is the perfect time to ask them! If they do want it, tell them to come get it, or 
send it to them. Don’t store it for them. It’s a family heirloom or tradition. That may be, but aren’t there 
some heirlooms and traditions you enjoy more than others? Is it time for this one to go? Time to start a 
new tradition of holiday simplicity? I will feel guilty if I get rid of it. Why? Are you actually doing 
something wrong or hurtful? It evokes bad memories. All the more reason to get rid of it now!  
The bottom line: If you don’t use, love, or need to keep it, it’s clutter. 
 

What should I do with my Holiday Decor clutter? This one’s easy: Toss, Recycle, 

Sell, Gift or Donate it. All of it. 
 

What if, despite my best intentions, I still have Holiday Decor clutter? 

The best time to purge holiday decorations is right after each holiday. Think twice before storing things 
you didn’t use this year. What about those giant Styrofoam candy canes? The plastic pumpkins? Do you 
really think you’ll use them next year? Are they worth the storage space they occupy? If a month (or 
other self-imposed deadline) has gone by since you decided to try to find the perfect home for them, or 
tried to sell them, and you haven’t managed to do so, ask yourself: Are they in good enough condition to 
donate to Goodwill, or another default (maybe not perfect) charity that takes a wide variety of donations? 
If so, pack them up and take them there TODAY! If the answer is no, they aren’t good enough, throw 
them in the trash or recycle them NOW! 
 

Congrats, you are on the road to becoming Holiday Decor clutter-free!  

If you need help, call a professional organizer or a friend to help you identify what you use, love, and 
need to keep, and help you store or display it in an organized manner.   
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